
IBM - i2 Analyst's Notebook - Complete Course

Overview

This 5-Day i2 Analyst’s Notebook course is designed to provide a full understanding of i2 Analyst’s Notebook and its
key features.

This course is specifically designed for individuals looking for both the basic skills required to use IBM i2 Analyst's
Notebook plus advanced skills in search and discovery functions. The first half of the class focuses on the Analyst
developing an understanding of the programs interface and tools, methodology in constructing manual charts by using
supplied data, basic techniques in importing structured data into Analyst’s Notebook and analytical techniques to
conduct analysis to uncover relationships and associations. Then, the second half will focus on how to set up Advanced
Import Specifications, Advanced Analytic techniques using the i2 Analytic Tools, and use of the display tools that turn
the data and analysis results into actionable intelligence. 

The class includes access to a virtual i2 environment so that the student can take the class from home. This class
requires a recommended internet speed of 10mbps average but no less than 3.5 Mbps. 

Audience
This course is specifically designed for the individual who is new to i2 Analyst’s Notebook and relevant for those who
work in national security, law enforcement, customer intelligence and research.

Prerequisites
A basic understanding of and working knowledge of Windows and Microsoft Office Suites.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

After completing this course, students will understand the following:

Download Whitepaper: Accelerate Your Modernization Efforts with a Cloud-Native
Strategy 

Get Your Free Copy Now

Methodology for creating Manual charts

Merge multiple charts to uncover relationships and associations

Create Association, Timeline and Commodity Flow Charts through importing

Modify import specifications for variations in multiplicity and event analysis

Data formatting and datasets creation

Customizing Attributes through the import process

Understand the matching and merging of data through multiple datasets

Analyst’s Notebook’s ability to analyze Time zones to create a sequence of events

Accurate analysis utilizing Social Network Analysis, Filters, and Histograms, Map Chart Items, Conditional

Formatting, and Activity View tools

Integrating geospatial functionality provided by mapping software

Create template charts to manage formatting requirements when data is imported

Preparing charts for presentation and dissemination ie: PowerPoint, Excel, jpeg, and PDF
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